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Does ohio have copperhead snakes

By Jeff Creighton | May 4, 2018 at 6:02 PM EDT - Updated August 14 at 2:25 PM CINCINNATI, OH (FOX19) - Here's something most Ohioans probably don't know. There are many snake species in the state - and three of them are poisonous. The three are: The Northern Copperhead, Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake, and Eastern Timber Rattlesnake. Of these three, Eastern
Timber Rattlesnake and Eastern Massasauga are considered endangered in the state of Ohio. This species has bitten more people in the United States than any other venomous snake, but there have been very few deaths as a result of their bite. They are usually found in rocky or wooded areas and can reach anywhere from two to three feet long. They are active during the day
in spring and autumn, but come out at night during the hot summer months. Their color is very distinct and consists of orange, pink, brown and salmon arranged in hourglass shapes along the back. They range from Hamilton county all the way into eastern Ohio. The eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake This snake gets its name from the Chippewa language which means large
estuary. They live mostly swamps and wetlands, usually in estuaries. It is also known as the swamp rattler. They are dark in color with black stripes, have a very sealed body, and a very small rattle at the tip of the tail. Unless it is very agitated, this snake rarely tries to bite. However, the poison is highly toxic. A healthy adult will rarely die from the bite because the teeth are too
small to inject enough poison to do any harm. Anyway, if the bite seeks immediate medical treatment. Adult snakes reach anywhere from 20 to 30 inches in length, and they are generally active during the day on mild days. In summer, they are active at night. They range from Preble, Montgomery, Greene and Fayette counties to the north and east. In 1996, the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources placed Massasauga Rattlesnake on Ohio's endangered species list. The eastern timber rattlesnake This is one of the most venomous snakes in the eastern United States, but bites are unusual. It's usually a quiet snake and would rather move away from you than hit. If provoked however, it will rattle the tip of the tail in warning before striking. It is best to give
this hose a wide berth if it occurs, because rattlesnakes can turn up to 1/3 to 1/2 of the body length. This snake is usually found in dry, wooded, hilly terrain. Adults can reach from three to five feet in length and are active during the day in spring and autumn, and at night during the summer months. Their color is yellowish or brown and becomes darker towards the end of the tail.
There is a distinct chevron design along the body and a rattle at the end of the tail. They range from Adams County to the east. Eastern Timber Rattlesnakes are on Ohio's endangered species list, and the number of these snakes in Ohio is relatively low. Range Overall Range Eastern U.S., from southern New England west southern Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and
southward in the upland interior of northern Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina. Range in Ohio In Ohio, this snake has been found in southern counties in the western half of the state, and in all but the northern counties of the eastern half. Local habitat The Northern Copperhead lives in rocky and wooded parts of hilly and mountainous areas. It is often found in piles of rotting
wooden plates or sawdust that remain from previous sawmills. It often occurs on farms, and sometimes people find it in towns or cities. This post is intended as an aid to snake identification. In addition to posting pictures of all the snakes, I try to point out color variations in a species, where the species is found in Ohio, and what the typical length of an adult is. I've tried to group
snakes to make it easier to distinguish between similar species. I focus on the visual properties of the snakes; for a more detailed description of the snake (its habitats, behavior, etc.), I have provided links to three sources for each species: ODNR: Ohio Department of Natural Resources OPLIN: Ohio Public Library Information Network (includes a map for each species showing its
variety within Ohio) Wikipedia (sometimes there is no specific information about the subspecies identified here, and instead there is a link to the more general species). Poisonous Snakes Family Viperidae Two Timber Rattlesnakes (Crotalus horridus) Length: 36-54 inches Color: yellow to brown background with dark brown or black ribbons over the back. Location in Ohio: far
south of the state; Before 1960 it was also seen on islands in western Lake Erie and on catawba and marblehead peninsulas. Ohio Division of Wildlife video: Timber Rattlesnake: Scioto County, August 18, 2012 ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of James Chiucchi, license: CC BY 2.0 Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake (Sistrurus c. catenatus) Length: 20-30 inches Color:
the background is gray or brownish gray with darker splotches; Black ribbons running from eye to corner of the mouth; Another band goes over their heads Somewhere in Ohio: glaciated parts of western and northern Ohio. ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia The above rattlesnake species above are the only ones with a real pats. But many species of snake will vibrate the tail when they
feel threatened. If they are in dry leaf coal, this may sound like a rattle. Pictured below is Northern Copperhead. Sometimes Eastern Foxsnake is mistakenly believed to be a copper head because some individuals have a copper-colored head. Photo courtesy of Mike Van Valen, license: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 Two Northern Copperheads (Agkistrodon contortrix mokasen) Length: 24-36
inches Location in Ohio: eastern half of state (except far north) plus the southwestern corner of the state ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia The toxic water moccasin or cotton mouth does not occur in Ohio. Seems to be toxic, but it's not family Colubridae I sing out east hog-nosed here because it does such a convincing job of behaving like a poisonous snake. When alarmed, it flattens
the neck, blows out the body, coils and aggressively turns on the perceived threat. Some people who feel threatened by this play end up killing the snake, so in that case the strategy unfortunately backfires. Like a second line of defense, the eastern Hog-nosed snake will play dead by turning over on its back with its tongue hanging limping from its open mouth. To make its action as
convincing as possible, it even tries to smell like a corpse. It releases a foul-smelling musk and may have feces. The Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency has a nice picture of the snake playing dead here. The upward nose that gives the snake its name is used to dig up its prey, usually toads. Photo courtesy of Jonathan Vail, license: CC BY 2.0 Eastern Hog-nosed Snake
(Heterodon platirhinos) Length: 18-30 inches Color: gray background with black spots, or yellow-brown background with darker brown spots (see below). Location in Ohio: south, the central region and northwest. ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia In the image above, notice the upward nose that gives the snake its name. Photo courtesy of Ben (squamatologist), license: CC BY-NC-ND
2.0 Eastern Hog-nosed Snake (Heterodon platirhinos) — Eastern Hog-nosed Snake flattens out the neck to create a cobra-like cap. Nonvenomous Snakes Family Colubridae Aquatic Snakes Photo courtesy of Vicki, license: CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 Queensnake (Regina septemvittata) Length: 15-24 inches Color: olive brown, chocolate brown or black with a yellow stripe running low
along the sides Of Ohio: Widespread ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Common Watersnake (Nerodia sipedon sipedon) Length: 24-42 inches Color: the back can be reddish brown, brown, gray or black with ribbons or spots over it; becomes darker as it ages; the abdomen is white, yellow or gray with spots. Location in Ohio: Widespread ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Common
Watersnake (Nerodia sipedon sipedon) swimming in one of the canals of the Ottawa Wildlife Refuge Photo courtesy of Jen Kassing, license: CC BY 2.0 Lake Erie Watersnake (Nerodia sipedon insularum) Length: 24-42 inchesColor of the back: grayish, green, brownish; Color of the abdomen: white or pale yellow, occasionally with pink cut down the middle Place in Ohio: Islands
of Lake Erie ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Another water snake that I have grouped with snakes that have reddish bellies is copper-bellied Watersnake seen below. Snakes with Reddish Bellies Photo courtesy of Todd Pierson, license: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 Copper-bellied Watersnake (Nerodia erythrogaster neglecta) Length: 24-42 inches Color: the back is black or brownish black; the
abdomen is orange-red or red Place in Ohio: Williams County; possibly scattered remains elsewhere ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of Benny Mazur, license: CC BY 2.0 Northern Ring-necked Snake (Diadophis punctatus edwardsii) Length: 10-15 inches background is olive, brown, gray or black; the neck ring is yellow, orange, cream or white. Location in Ohio:
southern, eastern and central Ohio, plus the border around Lake Erie ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia The northern red-clocked snake (pictured just below) has three bright scales at the base of the head, while Kirkland's snake (pictured follows the northern red-clocked snake) does not have this bright blob on the back of its head. Another difference is that Kirkland's snake has black
spots running down either side of the abdomen, but the stomach of the northern red-clocked snake is a smooth red. Photo courtesy of Jonathan Crowe, license: CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 Northern Red-bellied Snake (Storeria occipitomaculata occipittomculata) Length: 8-10 inches (20-25 cm) Color: background color is gray, or gray-brown with four stripes running down the ridge that is
slightly darker Place in Ohio: located in a diagonal band that runs from south-central Ohio through central Ohio to northeast Ohio; also found in a small pocket in northwest Ohio. ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of Todd Pierson, license: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 Kirtland serpent (Clonophis kirtlandii) Length: 14 – 18 inches Color: The back is brown or gray with large, dark spots
on each side; the abdomen is reddish with minor dark spots running down each side. Location in Ohio: most of Ohio except the far east and far south; most common in Lucas and Hamilton counties ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Both worms below have pink bellies; color can vary from light pink to coral pink. The abdominal scales tend to be somewhat translucent, so it may be
possible to make out some of the snake's internal organs while looking at the stomach. The top is brown or pinkish brown, with younger snakes as a darker brown than older snakes. The head is very small and pointed with small eyes. The tail of both species tapers to a sharp point. Some people think this is a stinger, but it's not. It is believed that the pointed tail can be used to dig
into the soil. The only real difference between the eastern and midwestern worm snakes has to do with the scales at the top of the head from the eyes to the muzzle. These scales are fused together for Midwestern wormsnake, while they remain separate for the eastern worm snake. Photo courtesy of Greg Schechter, license: CC BY 3.0 Eastern Wormsnake (Carphophis
amoenus amoenus) Length: 7.5-11 inches Color on the back: pinkish brown, brown, dark brown; Color of the belly: light pink to coral pink Place in Ohio: southeast and south-central Ohio. ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of John Sullivan, license: CC BY-SA 3.0 Midwestern Wormsnake (Carphophis amoenus helenae) Length: 7.5 – 11 inch Color on the back: pinkish
brown, brown, dark brown; Color of the abdomen: light pink to coral pink Place in Ohio: southern third of the state. ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Brown snakes Both Northern and Midland Brownsnakes have two dark lines running down their backs. But Midland Brownsnake also has some dark lines that cross the back and create a ladder-like look. The two species produce
interbreed that produces what are called intergrade offspring with characteristics of both parents. The distribution of the population of Ohio has something of a T form; It is found in most of northern Ohio, and in a band that runs from north to south through downtown Ohio. Northern Brownsnake (Storeria dekayi dekayi) Length: 9 - 13 inches Color on the back: brown with two parallel
lines of dark spots running down the back; Color of the head: Dark brown on top, with thin brown marks on the sides of the head ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Northern Brownsnake (Storeria dekayi dekayi) – view of the top of the head Both northern and Midland Brownsnake head have dark brown marks on the side of the head. Photo courtesy of Benny Mazur, license: CC BY 2.0
Midland Brownsnake (Storeria dekayi wrightorum) Length: 9 – 13 inches Color: Black lines cross the back; Otherwise, the color is like Northern Brownsnake. Location in Ohio: most of the state except unglaciated southeast ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Unlike the brownsnakes above, the eastern Smooth earth hose below has no different markings on the back, and it has a stouter
body. Photo courtesy of Jeromi Hefner, license: CC BY 2.0 Eastern Smooth Earthsnake (Virginia valeriae valeriae) Length: 7-10 inches Color on the back: gray or reddish to yellow-brown, sometimes with a slight strip going down the middle of the back. Color of the abdomen: white or yellowish Place in Ohio: central part of the south, especially Shawnee and Pike State Forests.
ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Gartersnakes &amp; Ribbonsnakes The following are some differences between individual species that have helped me identify. Unlike the eastern garter hose, plains garter hose has two bright spots on top, the rear part of the head; They are called parietal spots. Unlike garter hoses, the eastern band hose has a thin, white vertical mark in front of each
eye. If you are interested, you can check out this close-up of an Eastern ribbon hose head where the white mark is clearly visible. To distinguish between an eastern garter hose and a Butler's garter hose, note where the side strip (side) is relative to the ventral (stomach) scales of the hose. The lateral strip is found on the second and third scale of the eastern garter hose. But this
strip is centered on the third scale of Butler's garter hose, with the color stretching up halfway on the fourth scale and down halfway through the second scale. The image below shows how to count scales on a snake. Photo courtesy of Benny Mazur, license: CC BY 2.0 Eastern Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis) The side strip of an Eastern garter hose is present on the second
and third scale when the scales diagonally start with the first scale next to the ventral scale. The weights above this hose's head also illustrate what is meant scales. Scales are said to be keeled if they have a ridge running down the middle. Eastern Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis) Length: 18-26 inches Color: the background can be black, brown, green or olive. The stripes can
be yellow or orange. Location in Ohio: Widespread across the state OF ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Eastern Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis)This one has an orange stripe. Photo courtesy of Douglas Mills, license: CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 Plains Gartersnake (Thamnophis radix) Length: 20-28 inches Color: the background is brown, green or reddish with yellow or orange stripes Place
in Ohio: Wyandot and Marion Counties ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of Alkatar, license: Public Domain Butler's Gartersnake (Thamnophis butleri) Length: 15-20 inches Color: the background is olive brown to black with yellow to orange side stripes. Location in Ohio: northwest quadrant of Ohio ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of Andy Avram who retains all
rights; included here with its permission Short-headed Garter Snake (Thamnophis brachystoma) Length: 18-26 inches Color: Background color is olive to olive brown. Lateral (side) strip is yellow or light beige. Like the Eastern Garter hose, the short-headed garter hose has side stripes on the second and third scales. Unlike the Eastern Garter Snake, there are no black spots
between the stripes of the short-headed garter hose. Unlike Ribbonsnake, there is no white line in front of the eye of the short-headed garter hose. Location in Ohio: Found in two to three eastern counties in the state. PA Herps provides more information about this hose, including a photo gallery.. This image from Wikimedia Commons is in Public Domain Common or Eastern
Ribbonsnake (Thamnophis sauritus sauritus) Length: 18-26 inches Place in Ohio: northern and east-central Ohio. ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Green snakes Rough Greensnake has keeled scales, while Smooth Greensnake does not. I don't have a close-up of the weight of Rough Greensnake, but I can give you an idea of what I mean by busy scales. There is a close-up of the
cooled scales of the eastern gartersnake earlier in this post (it's the same image that marked some of the snake's scales as ventral scale, 1, 2, 3). If you look at the weights above the head of the garter hose, you will see small ridges going down in the middle of each scale. These hills are said to be the keel of the scale. Rough Greensnake (Opheodrys aestivus) Length: 22-32
inches Place in Ohio: extreme southern counties ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Black and Blue Snakes Eastern Black Kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula nigra) Length: 36-45 inches Color: the back can be solid black, or it may have a weak chain-like pattern; the stomach is a checkered black and white. Location in Ohio: central part of the extreme south of the state ODNR | OPLIN |
Wikipedia Eastern Ratsnake (Pantherophis alleghaniensis) Length: 47-72 inches (largest snake in Ohio) Color: juvenile is gray splotches, but the snake gets darker as it matures Place in Ohio: Widespread OPLIN | Wikipedia UPDATE: Previously ODNR listed Eastern Ratsnake as the largest snake in Ohio; now it has re-classified this snake in its species index as Gray Ratsnake
(Pantherophis spiloides). Photo courtesy of Patrick Coin, license: CC BY-SA 2.5 Northern Black Racer (Coluber constrictor constrictor) Length: 36-60 inches Color: black with white chin and neck Location in Ohio: East and Southeast ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Photo courtesy of Jon Fife, license: CC BY-SA 2.0 Blue Racer (Coluber constrictor foxii) Length: 36-60 inches Color:
Black to bluish black with white chin and neck Location in Ohio: western, central and northern Ohio ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Melanistic snakes: These are black varieties of snake species that are not normally black. Species that have melanistic individuals include the northern red-bellied snake, the Eastern Hog-nosed snake, Queensnake, and Timber Rattlesnake. And up
around Lake Erie, there is a melanistic selection of the Eastern Garter Snake as the one pictured below. This melanistic East Garter Snake was discovered near Lake Erie. Bold Markings Eastern Foxsnake (Pantherophis gloydi) Length 36-54 inches Color: the background is yellowish to light brown with dark brown to black spots. Location in Ohio: Western end of Lake Erie and
islands Ohio Division of Wildlife video: Eastern Fox Snake ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Milksnake (below) is sometimes confused with the copper head. The copper head has ribbons, while milksnake has large, irregularly shaped spots. Eastern Milksnake (Lampropeltis triangulum triangulum) Length: 24-36 inches (60-91 cm) Color: background is gray or brown; irregular spots are
reddish-brown to brown and rimmed with black. Location in Ohio: Widespread across the state OF ODNR | OPLIN | Wikipedia Eastern Milksnake seen from the top The eastern milksnake is also characterized by markings on the head and abdomen. Seen from the top, the milk hose has a dark bond between its two eyes. When the head is seen from the side, there is a dark band
that starts at the eye and tilts down and back towards the abdomen. Eastern Milksnake; there is a brown ribbon that starts just in front of the eye, and then goes over the top of the head to the other eye. Milksnake also has characteristic markings on the abdomen. It has almost rectangular spots distributed irregularly on ventral plates. The stomach rectangles kind of look like the
drawing below: This rough sketch shows almost rectangular, dark spots that are on the abdomen of the eastern milksnake. Image copyright Getty Images Image caption When we included a third-party image in this article, we have identified the photographer and the image's license directly above the image. I am grateful to these people for sharing their photos. When no
photographer is listed directly above the photo, the picture is one that we have taken ourselves. reading © Deborah Platt, Robert Platt and TrekOhio.com 2012 to 2019 2019
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